Special Relativity Theory is more than 110 years aged and during this period it was elaborated until minuscule details. However, there might be some logically deduced discrepancies, which demand a scrupulous study. Nonetheless, every search for inherent contradictions is an uphill task. The author of the considered paper proposed a situation with two series of synchronized clocks. Each series is at rest in its own frame of reference, but one of them is deemed to be stationary and other is moving with a constant relative velocity. The author believes this situation to be contradictable. But really, the suitable mathematical analysis proves that it is none other than a consequence of neglecting the basic tenets of the theory.
About Time Dilation
There are two inertial frames of reference t is at will. In this paper we read: "The Lorentz Transformation is the basis for Einstein's time dilation and length contraction. It is regarded in general by physicists that a stationary system of observers k which are clock-synchronized when at rest are not synchronized when they all move together with respect to a clock-synchronized 'stationary system' K, as illustrated in figure 1".
The depicted drawing is rather bewildering than helpful. Nothing similar can be going on if the order established in the special relativity is strictly kept. A correct illustration is delineated in Figure 2 . In the k system a clock vis-à-vis to a clock in the K system is γ times more distant from the k origin than the second one is from the K origin. Here the relativistic factor
, where c is the light speed in vacuum [2] . All the clocks in the k system remain synchronized despite its uniform motion with respect to the "stationary system" K.
The author uses the Lorentz transformation equations
in order to obtain positions σ ξ and moments σ τ in the k system correspondent to positions x σ and moments t σ in the K system. They are as follows: figure 1. All the synchronized clocks in the "stationary system" K read the same time at all positions in the K system. All the clocks in the "moving system" k do not read the same time according to the K system, despite being synchronized with respect to the k system. Only at 0 x ξ = = do the clocks depicted read the same time in both systems, where
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It is evident that all the correspondent events are simultaneous in the k system.
Using the formula (2) let us find a distance between two events for two positions
So, theorem from SRT "distance between two events takes a minimum value in that IRF where they are simultaneous" is hold.
As regard the question of "Only at ( ) 
About Length Contraction
In the section 2 the author applies the inverse Lorentz transformation for the special range of events specified in the k system and obtains in the K system some correspondent range of simultaneous events. "Either way, Einstein's system of clock-synchronized stationary observers is inconsistent with the Lorentz Transformation"-states the author. This conclusion is fatally wrong. The very notions "stationary-moving" are quite relative: from the point of view of any K-observer the K system is stationary and the k system is in motion, but from the point of view of any k-observer the k system is stationary and the K system is the moving one. As a matter of fact, strict qualitative symmetry among all the inertial reference frames (IRF) in the special relativity theory is fundamental and absolute.
Then in the Section 3 the author addresses the procedure of length measurement. There is a thin rigid rod fixed along the abscissa ξ in his own k system. Let 
Here the procedure of measurement lost its simultaneity. Thus, the value
because the rod is shifted during the time-interval ( ) 
The rod is contracted by the factor γ despite the author's assertion.
In the section 4 the author manipulates with a time-interval. Consider two events occurring in the K system at the same point but at the different instants of 
Let us find the ratio between two time-intervals existing in the different systems:
So, second theorem from SRT "time-interval between two events takes a minimum value in that IRF where these events occur at the same location" is hold, in contrast to the inference made by the author.
Conclusions
The further analysis of the article would be senseless because it just seems to criticize the special relativity theory. The author neglects basic tenets of the SRT, foists his own and confuses this makeshift "theory" with Einstein's creature. 
